Selecting the optimal topology of a neural network for a particular application is a dicult task. In the case of recurrent neural networks, most methods only induce topologies in which their neurons are fully connected. In this paper, we present a genetic algorithm capable of obtaining not only the optimal topology of a recurrent neural network but also the least number of connections necessary. Finally, this genetic algorithm is applied to a problem of grammatical inference using neural networks, with very good results. Ó
Introduction
Predicting the optimal topology of a neural network for a particular problem is a dicult task since choosing the neural architecture requires some a priori knowledge of such problems and/or supposes many trial-and-error runs. Moreover, the topology of the neural network directly aects two of the most important factors of neural network training, generalization and training time. Theoretical studies and simulations [23, 16, 30] shown that larger networks tend to over®t the training data, producing a poor generalization, while an overly small neural network is not even able to learn the training samples. In general, a large neural network requires more computational time than a smaller one. In addition, a smaller network may be more desirable because of model understanding. It is usually easier to understand or extract meaningful information from a smaller model. Currently there are no formal methods to directly adapt or select the network structure.
A brief description is given below of some methods that appear in the literature for obtaining the optimal topology: · The most common approach is the trial-and-error method [11, 37] . The neural networks are trained with dierent sizes and the smallest network that learns the training examples is selected. · Other methods use a process of natural selection such as genetic algorithms [6] , which choose the best network from a population of networks scored using some objective function. · Pruning or destructive methods [25] attempt to increase the generalization capability of the neural network by starting out with a small network and then removing unnecessary connections or units. · Finally, in constructive methods the networks start out small and increase as needed [12, 9] . The advantage of these methods is that they have fewer computational requirements than the destructive methods. The constructive and destructive methods are vulnerable to being trapped in local optimums. We compare our method with the constructive and trial-and-error methods applied to recurrent neural networks, [9, 11, 12, 21] . All the above mentioned method obtain a fully connected optimal topology and do not consider the obtention of the least number of connections for a neural network.
In this paper we present a genetic algorithm capable of obtaining not only the trained optimal topology of a recurrent neural network but also the least number of connections necessary for solving a problem. We have applied the algorithm to a second-order recurrent neural network to solve the problem of regular grammatical inference.
In Section 2, we present a short introduction to genetic algorithms and how they can be applied to the development and training of neural networks. Section 3 deals with the problem of grammatical inference and also gives a brief introduction to second-order recurrent neural networks. In Section 4, we present our evolutionary process for ®nding the optimal neural network and the parameter assignment for the particular case of recurrent neural networks. In Section 5, we compare our method with other methods in the literature and also contrast our genetic algorithm for training with the realtime recurrent learning algorithm. Finally, some conclusions are provided, in Section 6.
Genetic algorithms

Introduction to genetic algorithms
Genetic algorithms (GAs) are a global search technique that borrow operatoins and themes from Darwinian evolution [17, 22] . A GA starts with a population of randomly generated solutions, chromosomes, and advances toward better solutions by applying genetic operators, modelled after genetic processes occurring in nature. An evaluation or ®tness function acts as the environment to distinguish between good and bad solutions. In each generation, relatively good solutions for a given problem reproduce to provide ospring to replace the relatively bad solutions, which die.
Although there are many possible variants on the basic GA, the fundamental underlying mechanism operates on a population of individuals and consists of three operations: 1. formation of a gene pool, 2. evaluation of individual ®tness, and 3. recombination and mutation
The process is repeated until the system ceases to improve. Generally, each individual in the population is represented by a ®xed length (binary, real) string that encodes values for variables.
Combining genetic algorithms and neural networks
Genetic algorithms and neural networks can be combined in several ways. Up until now, genetic algorithms have mostly been used to generate the weights of a neural network, to generate the architecture of a neural network, to generate both the architecture and the weights of a neural network simultaneously and to analyze a neural network.
When we search for the optimal topology using a GA, every individual in the population codes a neural network, with or without its weights. When the weights are not coded in the chromosome, initial weights are usually generated randomly. A training stage follows, usually consisting of a ®xed number of back-propagation steps [32] . Finally, a test set is used to determine the ®tness of the network. Generally, the ®tness function of the network incorporates a measure of the complexity of a particular network in order to give the GA a preference for smaller networks.
The ®tness value of each individual in the genetic population normally consists of the mean square error of the output neurons over the training set, usually measured after the neural network has been trained for a given time period. This training normally consists in ®nding the values of the weights that minimize the error function of the neural network. To do so, the information provided by the gradient of the error function is used, which implies going through this function (which is usually not monotonic) searching for a global minimum. This circumstance can cause a neural network to be assigned a ®t-ness value better that another neural network, minimizing its error function more quickly. Fig. 1 shows this undesirable situation of assigning a ®tness value to neural networks 1 and 2 when the training is interrupted at stage 200. In Section 4, we present our GA, which solves this problem.
To test our GA we have applied it to the problem of grammatical inference [10] using recurrent neural networks, to obtain an optimal recurrent neural network that recognizes a given regular language. This problem has been amply studied in recent years due to the fact that it can be used for solving a variety of other problems [10, 13, 20 ,26±28].
The inference grammatical problem and second-order recurrent neural networks
We now provide a summary of some basic de®nitions and a theorem necessary for understanding this problem [19] . De®nition 1. A regular grammar, q, is a four-tuple q x Y Y Y , where x is a ®nite set of non-terminal symbols, is a ®nite set of terminal symbols, is a ®nite set of productions of the form e 3 f or e 3 , where eY f P x and P , and is the starting symbol, P x . De®nition 2. A deterministic ®nite automaton (DFA) is a structure w Y RY dY q 0 Y p , where is a ®nite set, elements of are called states, R is a ®nite set, the input alphabet, and d X Â R 3 is the transition function (recall that Â R is the set of ordered pairs fqY jq P and P Rg. Intuitively, d is a function that tells which state to move to in response to an input: if w is in state q and sees input , it moves to state dqY . q 0 P is the starting state and p is a subset of ; elements of p are called accept or ®nal states.
Theorem. sf the lnguge v is generted y the grmmr q then there exists hpe tht reognizes it, vq vw.
The problem of grammatical inference using neural networks [1, 5, 11, 14, 15, 36, 37] consists of extracting the grammatical rules or productions of a grammar, q, from positive and negative examples. The positive examples belong to a language, vq, that we want to identify. The negative examples do not belong to the language, vq. In the case of regular grammars, this problem is described in the diagram of Fig. 2 .
As can be observed in the diagram, the full process basically consists of three steps: 1. Obtaining a neural network that identi®es the example set. 2. The extraction of a DFA that the neural network of the previous step has encoded in its weights. This automaton will have to recognize the training set. 3. The construction of the grammar that generates the same language recognized by the automaton of the previous step. In our case, we focus on second-order recurrent neural networks, which will be used to infer regular grammars [11, 14] .
Until now, the trial-and-error method or an adaptation of the cascade correlation method has been used to optimally solve the ®rst step [9] . Normally, the recurrent training method in real time is used for weight adaptation in these neural networks. As will be shown in the following section, this algorithm is very time-consuming in the computation of the weight ®t. This justi®es the interest in developing alternative methods that, furthermore, reduce the number of connections. Our method has experimentally shown better results than the trial-and-error and recurrent cascade correlation methods. 
Second-order recurrent neural network
A second-order recurrent neural network (SORNN), (Fig. 3) , consists of: · x hidden recurrent neurons labeled t j , j 0XXx À 1. One of these x neurons is chosen for the output, usually
v is the number of symbols belonging to the input alphabet. This recurrent neural network accepts an input sequence ordered in time. Each symbol belonging to a sequence to be processed is sequentially encoded in the input neurons at each step in time t. Assume the alphabet consists of the symbols R f 0 Y 1 Y F F F Y vÀ1 g; if the tth symbol belonging to an input sequence is i , the following will be encoded in the input neurons:
Once the input sequence has been fully processed by the recurrent neural network, the output, f 0 , is taken, where f is the size of the processed sequence. Depending on the output value of this neuron, the processed sequence will be classi®ed as belonging or not to the language to be identi®ed with the neural network. An input sequence is considered to belong to the language if the value of the output neuron, 
where g denotes the sigmoidal function. The learning process is based on a set of supervised sequences that make up the learning set. The learning set consists of v positive examples (examples belonging to the language) and v À negative examples (examples not belonging to the language). Each sequence has an associated objective value s: if it is positive, then s 1, and if it is negative, then s 0. Sequence acceptance or rejection is only determined at the end of the presentation of each sequence. The error function is de®ned as follows:
where s is the requested objective value or the desired value of the 0 neuron, the annotation f 0 denotes the ®nal value of 0 , that is, the value after the last symbol belonging to the input sequence has been processed.
The algorithm normally used for training this neural network is the real-time recurrent learning algorithm (RTRL) [35] . Weights are updated at the end of each presentation of a sequence using the descending gradient rule:
where a is the learning rate. To determine D lmn , o f i ao lmn has to be evaluated:
with d il being the Kronecker delta.
In the training of the recurrent neural network, the partial derivative of each hidden recurrent neuron related to each weight must be computed at each time step t and thus the network consumes much computational time in its training. In fact, the time complexity of the process is Ox 4 Â v 2 , amply justifying the interest in reducing the number of neurons and the number of connections in this SORNN.
Once the network has been trained, the learned DFA is extracted, for which various methods can be used [4, 14, 36] .
In the following section, we present our genetic algorithm, which addresses the above problem.
Genetic algorithm
To avoid possible incorrect assignments of the ®tness values to the individuals of a genetic population when a GA is used to specify the topology of a neural network, a ®tness function must be able to indicate the ability of a neural network to learn to carry out a speci®c task. It is also necessary that the ®tness function be monotonic throughout the training time. To do so, we have used a GA that calculates the ®tness values of its chromosomes using another GA. The process is shown in Fig. 4 . 1. The GA used to look for the topology of the neural network, denoted GA master , sends a chromosome to the GA used to calculate the ®tness value, denoted GA slave . This GA master uses binary codi®cation. 2. The GA slave trains the neural network encoded in the chromosome using real codi®cation for a given number of generations to ®nd the weights that maximize the number of successes of the neural network when the training set inputs are presented to it [24] . 3. Finally, the GA slave translates the largest number of successes found by its genetic search into the ®tness value of the chromosome sent by the GA master . When this process is used to calculate the ®tness value of a chromosome in the GA master , the best individuals in the genetic population are those that have a high ®tness value, i.e., a high value of successes on the training set.
It is well known that GA's are slow. This problem is multiplied in the above method for specifying the topology of a neural network due to the use of a GA inside another GA. To avoid this problem, we used a genetic process with additional features lacking in a standard GA. These additional characteristics produce a very fast genetic search, thus solving the problem of the slowness of the method (see below).
The evolutionary process
To address the problem of search time in a GA, the genetic process is carried out over a small population of chromosomes using steady-state replacement [33] . These characteristics produce a very fast, aggressive genetic search, but may cause premature convergence [8, 34] (a good individual dominates in the population but is not the optimal one). To avoid this problem, a high probability of mutation, a uniform crossover operator and a process termed cataclysmic mutation [7] are used. Fig. 5 illustrates the evolutionary process of the GA used.
The ®rst task is to randomly generate an initial population of chromosomes. Then, a ®tness value is assigned to each chromosome of the initial population. This initial population is then used to create an intermediate population using probabilistic binary tournament selection [2] . This selection consists in randomly choosing two chromosomes of the current population and introducing the chromosome with the highest ®tness value in the intermediate population with a probability p g (usually 0X5`p g`1 X0).
Next, a number of evolutionary process cycles are performed each consisting of ®ve steps: 1. Two chromosomes from the intermediate population are chosen at random. 2. A uniform crossover [3] with a probability p is carried out with these two chromosomes. A uniform crossover randomly distributes the genes from the two original chromosomes to obtain two new chromosomes. 3. The mutation of each gene of the chromosomes obtained in Step 2 is accomplished with a probability p m . Next, a ®tness value is assigned to these chromosomes, which replace the chromosomes with the smallest ®tness value in the current population (steady-state replacement [33] ). 4. The two empty places in the intermediate population are ®lled using probabilistic binary tournament selection [2] once again. 5. If a chromosome with a suciently high number of successes is found or the maximum allowed number of trials is reached, the genetic search ends. Otherwise, go back to Step 1. During the execution of the evolutionary process, a cataclysmic mutation may occur [7] . To apply it, all the chromosomes of the current population undergo a mutation of their genes with a high p m value, except the two chromosomes with the highest ®tness value, which are kept intact. After that, the intermediate population is again created to continue the genetic search. A cataclysmic mutation occurs when premature convergence is detected in the current population. This is detected computing the population diversity. If the diversity approaches zero, then a cataclysmic mutation occurs. We compute the diversity as
where NUM is the number of individuals in the population, p i is the ®tness value of the individual i, and FM is the average of the ®tness values of the population.
Assignment of parameters for the genetic searches
In this section we explain how the parameters are assigned in the particular case of the SORNN applied to grammatical inference.
We use the above-described evolutionary process to carry out two tasks: 1. To look for the smallest topology of a SORNN to infer a regular grammar. 2. To look for the weights of a SORNN during a given period to maximize its number of successes when it tries to correctly classify a set of strings as belonging or not to a regular language.
For each task, the GA is designed according to the parameters associated with the GA master and GA slave , respectively, as described in the following two subsections.
Parameters associated with the qe slve
As described in Section 4.2, the objective of this GA is to ®nd the weights of a neural network to correctly classify the set of training examples. This neural network is encoded in the chromosome of the manager genetic algorithm.
The parameters associated with this GA are: · Chromosome: it comprises genes with real-encoded values [18] . Each gene corresponds to a SORNN weight. Initially, the weights are randomly chosen in the interval À15Y 15. · Fitness function: the ®tness value of a chromosome is equivalent to the percentage of SORNN successes. · The crossover operator used is uniform crossover and the mutation operator is random mutation.
Parameters associated with the qe mnger
Recall that this algorithm is meant to search for the optimal topology associated with the solving of a problem. The associated parameters are: · Chromosome: it is composed of genes with binary-encoded values. The ®rst portion of the chromosome encodes the number of hidden recurrent neurons in a SORNN. Each gene of the second portion corresponds to a network connection indicating, with a value equal to 1, that there is a connection and with a value equal to 0 that there is no connection in the chromosome-encoding network. We will consider only the x 2 Ã v genes of the second portion associated with a SORNN of x neurons, the remaining genes will be zero. Initially we ®x a maximum number of neurons w for the chromosomes, where x 2 Ã v` w. · Fitness function: for each chromosome the ®tness value is computed by Eq.
,
where a 0X5; x is the number of neurons of individual i, x` w; w is the maximum number of neurons a chromosome can have; CM is the maximum number of connections that a recurrent neural network of x neurons has, i.e., CM x 2 Ã v; g is the number of connections of individual i, being g` x 2 Ã v; and i is the ®tness value of the individual i obtained by the GA slave after looking for, during a given period, the weights of the SO-RNN whose structure is encoded in the chromosome. · The crossover operator used is uniform crossover and the mutation operator is random mutation.
Experiments
In this section we present the experimental results obtained by applying our GA to Tomita's grammar inference [31] and compare them to the ones obtained by the trial-and-error and constructive methods.
Tomita's seven grammars generate languages whose sequences are of arbitrary length in the alphabet R f0Y 1g, described as follows: To randomly obtain an example we choose its length (maximum of 30) and make a sequence of symbols randomly chosen from the alphabet. Next, we calculate whether the sequence belongs to the language we are trying to identify by processing it using the DFA. If the sequence belongs to the language it will be considered as a positive example. Otherwise, the sequence will be labeled as a negative example. The set of examples is split into a training set (125 positive and 125 negative examples) and a test set (125 positive and 125 negative examples). 2. Once we have built a set of examples, the objective is to obtain the optimal neural network that correctly classi®es the training set. When we have done so, we will have an optimal neural network that behaves as the DFA that recognizes the language. If we are interested in obtaining the DFA we can apply any method proposed in the literature [4, 14, 36] . Table 1 compares the minimum network size found by trial-and-error [29] for each of Tomita's grammars, the various sizes of the networks trained by the constructive method [12] for 5 dierent runs with random initial conditions, and the results obtained by our GA.
The maximum number of neurons used in this experiment was 9 (w 9), resulting in a maximum of 162 genes for a given chromosome.
In Table 1 , the ®rst column indicates the language that we are trying to identify and the second column shows the minimum number of neurons obtained by the trial-and-error method. The third gives the number of neurons obtained using the constructive method. The fourth and ®fth columns represent the number of neurons computed by the GA and the connection optimal group used of the all available nodes, repectively. Table 1 shows that the GA clearly outperforms the constructive method. Compared with the trial-and-error method, our method provides similar results for the number of neurons, but fewer connections between neurons. In conclusion, in the simulations carried out we observe that our method is the best since it ®nds the least number of neurons and also the least number of connections between these neurons.
The parameters used in each GA were: · Probability of crossover, c 0X8 · Probability of choosing the winner, g 0X8 · Probability of mutation, m 0X1 · Size of population: 20 individuals · Number of generations: 200 generations.
Populations of dierent sizes (50, 100, 200) were used. The results were similar in all cases but with a considerably increase in the computational time of the GA.
Performance of the qe slve training algorithm
Generally, our GA slave performed better than the RTRL algorithm in the training of the recurrent neural network. The GA slave found the weights maximizing the number of the training set successes more quickly.
Like Montana et al. [24] for the feedforward neural network, we will consider for the RTRL algorithm that each cycle performs two steps for each training set example: 1. Forward propagation and error calculation at the output, Ox 2 Â v. 2. Backward error propagation and weight adjustment, Ox 4 Â v 2 . The second step requires more computational time than the ®rst step. The GA ®tness function has the same computational complexity as the ®rst step. The crossover and mutation operators require very little calculation. Hence, one cycle of RTRL requires more than twice as much computation as one GA iteration. Therefore, each RTRL cycle will have to be compared with at least two GA iterations.
The example we have chosen is the inference of the Tomita 7 language. We aim at training a neural network with 2 recurrent neurons to learn an example set (250 examples). Fifty runs were carried out for each method. Fig. 6 shows the average result obtained by each algorithm. As can be observed, the GA ®nds the optimum more quickly than the RTRL. The parameters used for every 10 experiments of the RTRL algorithm are given in Table 2 .
The parameters used for each 10 experiments of the GA are given in Table 3 . A t-test (0.005 level of signi®cance) was applied in order to ascertain if dierences in the average of the best ®tness function found at the end of each run for the GA are signi®cant when compared with the RTRL algorithm. The results obtained by the t-test con®rm that our algorithm on average provides a signi®cant improvement over the RTRL algorithm (p value 3X18e À 130 X005, GA mean 87.020, RTRL mean 40.112). 
Conclusions
Current methods for ®nding the topology of a recurrent neural network obtain only fully connected topologies. Training of the recurrent neural network using the RTRL is costly and also susceptible to remaining trapped in local optima. Therefore, it is of great interest to reduce the number of neurons and connections. We have shown that our method is a good alternative to the current ones since it obtains better experimental results than the trial-and-error method or the recurrent cascade correlation constructive method. We have applied a t-test to our genetic algorithm to train Second-Order Recurrent Neural Networks (GA slave ) and the RTRL algorithm, obtaining results that are signi®cantly better than the RTRL algorithm ones.
This method may have interesting applications in problems such as speech recognition, series-time prediction, control, etc., where recurrent neural networks have been shown to be suitable. 
